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Legacy Pointe Town Center:
A New Springfield Destination
For Stephen Luker, William Furling III and Dirk
McCormick, the history of the development of
Legacy Pointe Town Center is a story worthy of the
project’s name. Luker, who serves as Development
Director for Lincoln Land Development Company
(LLDC) and as Managing Partner of Legacy Pointe
Development Company (LPDC), worked closely for
years with Leonard W. Sapp, founder of LLDC,
says, “I was blessed to have Leonard mentor me
in his ‘Imagineering’ philosophies of development.”
With these philosophies, Luker set the vision for
developing the 276 acres of farmland on which Legacy Pointe Town Center is now taking
shape. Bill Furling and Dirk McCormick, both Principals of Legacy Pointe Development
Company, have financed and developed projects in this area for years; however, both had to
grit their teeth and get creative to keep Legacy Pointe going through tough economic times
when the big national banks were closing their tills to development projects. Add to that the
determination of all three to create something extremely unique, to partner only with people
and companies that will be genuine assets to the community, and to increase tourism to
Springfield by drawing from a 90-mile radius, and this is truly a legacy in the making.
The conference room at Lincoln Land Development Company’s office is literally stacked with
maps, aerials and renderings for the Legacy Pointe Town Center project. Some are current,
some outdated, some are concepts and ideas that never grew beyond paper. From the
volume alone of this one room, it’s obvious how much time and effort have been invested in
getting this project just right.
Stephen Luker confirms this. “Springfield is great,
it’s hometown USA,” says Luker. “People come
here to see the Lincoln sites – but they may not
stay as long as we’d like them to stay. So our
approach was to look at some larger cities and
what has worked for them, then see which of their
successes might also work for Springfield and
try to determine possible courses for our town’s
future growth.”
That rationale, according to Luker, lead to a series of questions: How can we make visitors
stay longer? What can we give them to make this city more of a destination? How can we
turn a day trip into a family weekend, with two days of meals, an overnight stay, and all the
revenue that generates for Springfield? LPDC’s answer was simple: adding a large collection
of vendors that are unique to Central Illinois – not just a duplicate of those found in Peoria,
Champaign or St. Louis – and will attract consumers from a 90 minute/90 mile radius.
“We believe that Springfield can grow through retail,” says Dirk McCormick. “Most people
think that adding retail to the area will only cannibalize existing stores – and that’s true…
if what you add only continues to serve the local market. So we are targeting that 90
minutes/90 mile radius of people who would otherwise go to places like St. Louis on the
weekends to shop. What we are primarily looking at are retailers that aren’t currently in the
Central Illinois market. Why just duplicate Peoria if we are trying to compete with Peoria?
continued on next page...

Right/Top: Crews work to finish last-minute clean-up during
the week leading up to the public opening of the Scheels
store on June 25.
Right/Bottom: Crowds swelled the Scheels private opening
event on June 24. (Photo courtesy of Terry Farmer Photography.)
Left/Top: LPDC partners William Furling III (front), Dirk
McCormick (back/left) and Stephen Luker pose with Abe
Lincoln in front of the Scheels store.
Left/Bottom: The crowd waits for the doors to open for
the private opening event on June 24. (Photo courtesy of
Terry Farmer Photography.)
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We want unique vendors that so far don’t exist in this market and will be a real draw to
Springfield. Clearly, we will probably also have to have some restaurants and retailers that
are also in Bloomington or Decatur or Peoria, but we want a good mix of the completely new
to draw new revenue to Springfield. Scheels is a perfect example, and I think their being here
will help open other retailers’ eyes to the idea of locating in Springfield,” says McCormick.
Luker agrees. “We want to create a place where people want to congregate, which requires a
mix of fast food, upscale and in-between – but everything interesting, new and unique. Quaker
Steak & Lube is a great example of what we are looking for – something totally different and
unique that doesn’t exist anywhere else in this area and will be a real draw,” says Luker.
“And we want something that will last,” says Bill Furling. “It really is about building a landmark.
I used to build houses, and then I transitioned into strictly financing – but it was never as
fulfilling, because just moving paper isn’t the same as really creating something. And there
are thousands of people involved in building Legacy Pointe, but we all take so much pride in
creating something meaningful, that will hopefully be here for years and that people will come
here from other places to enjoy.”
Luker, Furling and McCormick also believe that the addition of the MacArthur Boulevard
interchange is vital for Springfield’s future growth, and that the development of Legacy Pointe
Town Center will help the area to thrive. They paid to widen MacArthur Boulevard and, taking
advantage of their prime location at the intersection of Interstate 72 and the new MacArthur
Boulevard Extension, included numerous traffic accesses to the complex, in anticipation of
heavy traffic to come. LPDC is also carefully planning the infrastructure of Legacy Pointe
Town Center. Their approval from the City Council in 2008 included a 1% sales tax for the
district, to be applied to infrastructure improvements for that district.
“If Springfield is going to thrive, we have to keep growing,” says Luker, “and that means we
have to get retailers and restauranteurs to start looking at the middle market. I call Legacy a
hybrid. It’s a combination of dining with an entertainment element, and some higher fashion,
and some ‘experience shopping’ – like Scheels – that’s presented in a pleasant environment
where people want to spend time and enjoy themselves – that all comes together just right to
make this new model work. I think that, with the economy coming around, and having a kind
of head start with Legacy Pointe being in such an advanced stage already, we are really well
positioned to see it succeed.”

Left/Top: The ribbon cutting officially opening
the Scheels store on June 24.
Left/Middle: The crowd at the June 24 private opening event.
Left/Bottom: Scheels presents a $100,000 check
to Springfield United Way at the June 24 private opening event.
(Above photos courtesy of Terry Farmer Photography.)

“Bill and I share Steve’s vision of what Legacy Pointe
should look like when we’re done,” says McCormick.
“And it’s the partners we work with, as much as the
structure we build. We are looking for people and
companies that will become part of the
community. Steve Scheel and his team
are just flat-out great additions to our
community. The Quaker Steak & Lube
co-founders run their business with
such integrity. And we’re hand-picking
each new vendor with that level of care.
We are truly building a Legacy, and
we want it to live up to that name and
stand the test of time.”

Right/Bottom: The Quaker Steak & Lube Restaurant, which is
set to be a part of Legacy Pointe Town Center.
(Images courtesy of Legacy Pointe Development Company)
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The Scheels Company believes in becoming a part
of and supporting every community into which
they move. In fact, one of the first things their
team does when looking for new store locations is
to investigate volunteer opportunities in potential
cities. They routinely support the local United
Way, in addition to other not-for-profit and charity
organizations in their stores’ hometowns.
Choosing Springfield, according to William Furling
III, Principal, Legacy Pointe Development Company,
was a combination of factors. “They looked at the proximity of our interstates,” says Furling,
“to be certain that traffic patterns were there to support growth. Being a capital city helped
as well. And, believe it or not, the other big thing was good old Midwestern values. Scheels
is based in North Dakota, and they believe in hometown values. We have that in common,
and that’s as important to them as it is to us.”
According to Kevin Lambley, Store Leader of the new Springfield Scheels, now that the store
is open, the hard part is over. “The anticipation was the worst,” says Lambley, with a smile.
“We are trained for opening day, and every day after that. It’s everything that comes before
that you want to get past. You get anxious to get to the starting gate, not the finish line.”
Getting to the “starting gate” of opening day definitely required a lot of effort and planning.
The Scheels and Legacy Pointe teams together have been coordinating for nearly four
years to make the June 24 private opening and June 25 public opening dates happen.
Construction required approximately 18 months, during which time merchandise was being
shipped to a warehouse for storage in Springfield. In early April 2011, Lambley and his team
finally begin loading their new store from the warehouse – not an easy thing to do. Lambley
himself has been in Springfield hiring staff since July of 2010, and then sending them off
to other Scheels stores for training. According to Lambley,
only 25 of the 300 Scheels staff were brought from other
stores – the rest were all hired locally.
“We always ask internally, of course,” says Lambley,
“because it helps to have at least some of the team on-hand,
especially in a new store, who know the ropes. But it’s very
important to us to hire from the community as much as we
possibly can. We are joining the community and supporting
it, so it’s only right that we support it with as many jobs as
we can bring to it.”
For this store, that means around 300 total jobs, with
around 140 of those being full-time positions. This is the
second largest store in the Scheels family at 220,000 square feet, and it is the farthest east
the corporation has built to this point. The make-up of the store is roughly one-third hunting/
fishing, one-third athletics, and one-third clothing/shoes, according to Lambley – plus the
many “attractions.” Where else can you buy a pair of shoes, try 20 flavors of fudge, ride a
65-foot Ferris wheel, drive a NASCAR, go bowling, shoot a bow, and meet Thomas Jefferson?
And this is just the beginning of the legacy.
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Left/Top: William Furling III, Dirk McCormick, Stephen
Luker and Kevin Lambley stand in the new Scheels lobby.
Left/Bottom: Interior aquarium in the Scheels store.
Right/Top: Scheels taxidermy mountain.
Right/Second: Scheels NASCAR simulator.
Right/Third: Scheels sports apparel department.
Right/Bottom: Scheels indoor bowling.
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